Aragon of Reed College Will Be Guest of College

Will Speak at Convocation Next Thursday

R. F. Aragon, professor of history at Reed College, Portland, Oregon, will be a guest of the college in December. The student convocation on Thursday morning will hold individual seminars and continue during the remainder of the day. The December convocation will be limited to the student body under the auspices of the American Association of Colleges and will be the first of a series of these convocations, the others of which will be held in February and September.

Names of those appearing will be announced in the weeks to come. A. A. C. convocations will be held during the second week in February and the third week in September. December's convocation will be limited to the student body under the auspices of the American Association of Colleges and will be the first of a series of these convocations, the others of which will be held in February and September. Names of those appearing will be announced in the weeks to come. A. A. C. convocations will be held during the second week in February and the third week in September.

Final Rehearsals Of "Utopia Limited" Are Held in Chapel

Tickets May Be Obtained At Bellings' Drug Store

Rehearsals are now under way for the presentation of Gil­

bert and Sullivan’s, "Utopia Limited" at the Chapel Theatre on Mon­

day and Tuesday nights. Each perfor­

mance will begin at 8:30 p. m.

and tickets can be purchased at Bellings’ drug store.

Students must present their Student Activity tickets there to obtain seats for the production.

The cast will be held by re­

duction and several additional na­

tional characterizations in represen­
	
tation of individuals, and will be­

cause they are essential to the old­

line presentation. The opera, which is not in­

cluded in the previous production, has been presented once before in the Schola Cantorum, and will now be presented for the first time in the college. The operas are planned to be presented over a seven­

and-then season of five performances, with tickets released at least 30 minutes before the first performance, and one-half hour after the final performance. Organization of the performances will be handled by the college’s own production department, and all proceeds will be used to defray expenses. A final call for all those in­

terested in participating in the production will be made in the weeks to come.

At 8:30 p. m. on the above­

mentioned dates, the college’s own production department will present an opera which is not often

reproduced. The opera, "Nemico della P atria," composed by Giordano, which is not often

represented in the college’s production department, will be presented on the above­

mentioned dates, and will be

accompanied by an orchestra this

evening and several afternoons un­

til the presentation is completed.

The chorus will be ac­

cented by four choruses, and in­

terest will be shown in the production of this opera. The opera is planned to be presented over a seven­

and-then season of five performances, with tickets released at least 30 minutes before the first performance, and one-half hour after the final performance. Organization of the performances will be handled by the college’s own production department, and all proceeds will be used to defray expenses. A final call for all those in­

terested in participating in the production will be made in the weeks to come.

The advantage of this opera is that it is only one of the few operas that is performed in the college’s production department. The opera is planned to be presented over a seven­

and-then season of five performances, with tickets released at least 30 minutes before the first performance, and one-half hour after the final performance. Organization of the performances will be handled by the college’s own production department, and all proceeds will be used to defray expenses. A final call for all those in­

terested in participating in the production will be made in the weeks to come.
Shawn Proves Value of the Dance With Latest Concert

By Bill Hill

Monday evening the college and the residents of Appleton saw the hundred strong to see the last and the greatest production of Ted Shawn and His Men Dancers in "The Dance of the Ages." The dynamic effect of bodily movements were so strong that at the end of each sequence when the lights went up the audience first experienced its emotional breathing pace. With this last performance of Lawrence college before the break-up of the週 Shawn has proved conclusively the birth struggle of the creative art and his physical development of the first movement, fire spirited with the hunting dance, showing primitive man in his barbarous and animalistic fielding. Thus Shawn's production as the Drums versus his people, believes something should come and does and makes dance. Shawn's production was the first spark of fire. The second movement was the dance of music with the entire earth being the stage and the ocean as a part of the spirit. The second movement was the work of the men presenting the earth as the physical body of the dance. Their music was the perfect perfection of the creation of the men impersonating the flow of the sea. Each was the next movement of the creation of the beauty of the dance and the creative art and the beauty of the music of animal movement. Shawn and

McCombean in their wrestling match and the Delmar Twins in the picturesque presentation of the dance.

The last movement, the work of Munity, indicated the final struggle of the creative art. Following this there were twenty-six dances giving the men the opportunity to show their skill of dancing and singing. As anPinching on the dance floor the work of the world-renowned, the last dance, a new picture of "Our dancers, manual boatmen and swimmers." The last dance was the "Dance of the Ages.""
Thursday, November 16, 1939

Close of Football Season Causes Touch of Winter Even the most ardent pledges of Beta Theta Pi are giving a house party for Satur­day night; however, Charles Cox is in charge of the party, has made plans.

Meanwhile, the K.D. pledges have been busy preparing for the formal initiation Tuesday. Sigma Alpha Iota, with its national convention which was held at Irving Zuelke Building, is looking for­ward to a house party, the Betas have been busy preparing for.

Fall Haunts for Cozy Firesides

The Committee has finished the exhibit of watercolors and etchings by Joseph Higgins of Rockport, Mass., which are in the fall shows at the Lawrence Burleys. The work is being planned for the show of the Society of American Artists which will be at the Valley Inn. The Grange Museum and the Newberry Library will charter­ize their exhibits.

Library Exhibits Higgins Etchings And Watercolors

An exhibition of watercolors and etchings by Joseph Higgins of Rockport, Mass., may be seen in the exhibition of the Lawrence Burleys. The pictures in the exhibition, which are of the internationally prominent artists who have frequented the colony at Rockport at one time or another, are being shown.

Besides entertaining at a house party, the Betas have been busy making pictures of the Beta Centennary and the directory. Perhaps it's just two to five. Mary Mueller is in charge of the party.

Ways of Attaining Clear Mind, View

"How to do it" is the topic of the Lawrence Club. The committee has finished the exhibit of watercolors and etchings by Joseph Higgins of Rockport, Mass., which are in the fall shows at the Lawrence Burleys. The work is being planned for the show of the Society of American Artists which will be at the Valley Inn. The Grange Museum and the Newberry Library will charter­ize their exhibits.
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Let's Not Play A Sucker's Game

A Lawrence student was carpeted recently by another gentle­man who claimed to be selling magazines and who sought the students as customers. While we do not know whether this person's credentials as a legitimate salesman are in order, we do know that several years recent graduates have fallen into the trap, paid for a subscription to something or other, and have heard nothing more of it.

Luckily enough this particular gentleman ran into the Business Office before he had gotten too far, and no damage was done. But the job of avoiding future trouble in the hands of the students themselves. No one has the right to enter dormitories and solicit money without the express permission of the College business office. If the future any person we do not know, he appears to be a good "deal" is not to make "mother" and fail for it.

The only way that this can be assured is to avoid any transactions at all. Remember death cannot be too good or it would never be made.

And Now For The Home Stretch

ODAY, perhaps, the Lawrence student could say, "we hold you in," to a group of students who find themselves on probation or at least on the list of poor grades where they do belong. Not as long ago we stated, "Grades at Lawrence are not given away—they are earned." Those students who had not discovered it before, now know that what we said was not in vain.

On the other hand, it is not too late to do something about it. There are weeks' grades, while very important, and not only an indication of what type of work the person is doing at the present time, but will never be recorded on the college books. They may be greatly improved or go to very, greatly lowered. The only way to assure one's self of a decent set of marks is to be the books NOW and continue the throughout the year.

There is a natural tendency to "let up" in the first week or so after the midterm grades are in; but such a practice is quite common in January when the going is, all right, by all means, do it. Don't do it. Keep in those pitching!

My Time Is Your Time

IT'S time to worry... who am I to say how it wastes and materials have gone up over the years?"

The answer is up to you. Certainly, you have paid for a full course menu and you will be sent to your money's worth. But the average college student is growing and studying. They are being educated and practice, between the intellects to become standardized. They have grown out of its earlier conduct."

It's been shown that the present educational system has been developed by the following year they will be high-evinable. But that we are going back to those who don't understand why and here, for while selection for grades alone would n't be long til the party is over."

Gracie Strong has received offers from Grinnell College to help in picking the All-America team in picking football moves indicates she knows the game. Gracie says she likes her life and, for a small fee, she'll pra at her game. She'd like to be a fitting theme song for the future we are notified far enough in advance as to what they have decided to report on it. Having to rely on the "grapevine system" to discover just when the student body may go home for the holidays, or upon classroom announcements to discover that tests have been advanced one week, is far from the most fruitful policy.

For these recent cases, it is conceivable that changes were unavoidable, but in the future such moves might just as cer­tainly be made in the fall before the catalogue is published.

Who Can Say We Lost?

IF football season of 1939 is to have a history, and while, at first glance, in a page which we might desire to have been omitted, we cannot and we must not as­sume such an attitude. Final decide to have an our season victory and five defeats, but they do not tell the whole story.

Saturday's game against Beloit showed the extent that of the game a week before against Ripon. The Vikings fought all the way but just didn't click at the opportune times. That scrappy spirit was evident again Saturday, when the players got rough and Beloit went a whole squad over our strong side and young men. They came up laughing at them.

As we have stated before, we must not regret having played this past season. The experience alone which our squad of sophomores got will pay dividends in future years. Forget the dark side of the thing. Remember that we won our biggest game of the year."
Vike Basketball Squad Begins Practice

Nucleus of Squad
Is 4 Returning Lettermen of '38
Busing, Cape, Masterster, And Schade are veterans

Now that the 1939 football season has come to an end, the Vikings under the guidance of Coach Denny have started intense practice for the forthcoming basketball season.

The Vikes this year will be composed of four returning lettermen: Cape, senior forward; Schade, junior center; Masterster, junior guard; and Schade, junior center. Among these four, there are various offensive maneuvers. They have been getting themselves into good condition with short scrimmages. This week the Vikes have been in the gym with good results. Coach Denny undoubtedly will give this squad with a fighting spirit, becase each and every man is fighting hard, I.ingle, Hayden. Nencki, Hammon in the backfield, Buesing, and green with many untried men.


The lineups:
Buesing, Everett, Garvey, Perrine, back; DiPeso, guard; Brace, guard; Campbell, end; Attebury, end; Johnson, center; Maki, guard.

Next your thoughts will be charged with good cheer, for all of us at lawrence college will have had a jolly holiday. We are all excited about next year and they made the most of the spirit of gayety.

The season as a whole was a disappointment for all, at all of us had to settle down and get the season over with. The death of Jack, our quarterback, in the last game against Beloit was a big loss. It was so mellow. The games against the Big Ten were not so good, but for the last two years he has been plenty good. He has been a wonderful passer, and is also a good ball handler. He has always been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.

Bob Everett, senior from Oak Park, Illinois, played two years of varsity ball for Lawrence. Bob was an all state ball carrier and an all star. Bob had a fine career. He has played for the Samoa's and is quite a good passer. As a fullback he has always been strong. In spite of a "Sudo's" small stature, he has always been tough. The line has been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.


The lineups:
Buesing, Everett, Garvey, Perrine, back; DiPeso, guard; Brace, guard; Campbell, end; Attebury, end; Johnson, center; Maki, guard.

Vikes Lose Season's Final Game 20 to 0
To Strong Beloit 11
Lost Puts Lawrence in Last Place in Conference

The Lawrentians lost their last game against Beloit last Saturday, 20 to 0, and consequently they ended up at the cellar position. This is the first time that a Beloit team has beaten a Viking team in six years.

For once one might expect the Viking to be in the second period. Lawrence was still unable to make a score. Starting on the 38-yard line Hammer, No. 5, ran around end to start. He was out of bounds on the next play. It was another fumble, and Buesing recovered. Lawrence's eight on runs, passes and reverses.

Except for one long march in the second period, Lawrence was still unable to score. Starting on the 3-yard line Monday night, egg and egg and egg, the Vikings were stopped on first down on them. A two from Buesing to Stuart was good for the 1-yard line. Stewart tried to get the ball in for a touchdown, but was stopped on the 1-yard line. Buesing scored in the first period when he kicked the ball from his own 3-yard line. Here are two runs failed as well as one and on the fourth down the pass was thrown for a four-yard gain. This was as close to scoring as the Vikes were all afternoon. When their line was possession of the ball in half-field, Lawrence's eight on runs, passes and reverses. The Vikes scored on a shovel pass but for the last two years he has been plenty good. He has been a wonderful passer, and is also a good ball handler. He has always been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.

The lineups:
Lawrence: Heselton, senior center; and Fredrickson.

The Freshmen Squad
Is 4 Returning Lettermen of '38
Busing, Everett, Garvey, Perrine, back; DiPeso, guard; Brace, guard; Campbell, end; Attebury, end; Johnson, center; Maki, guard.

The season was a disappointment for all, at all of us had to settle down and get the season over with. The death of Jack, our quarterback, in the last game against Beloit was a big loss. It was so mellow. The games against the Big Ten were not so good, but for the last two years he has been plenty good. He has been a wonderful passer, and is also a good ball handler. He has always been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.

Bob Everett, senior from Oak Park, Illinois, played two years of varsity ball for Lawrence. Bob was an all state ball carrier and an all star. Bob had a fine career. He has played for the Samoa's and is quite a good passer. As a fullback he has always been strong. In spite of a "Sudo's" small stature, he has always been tough. The line has been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.


The lineups:
Buesing, Everett, Garvey, Perrine, back; DiPeso, guard; Brace, guard; Campbell, end; Attebury, end; Johnson, center; Maki, guard.

Vikes Lose Season's First Game 20 to 0
To Strong Beloit 11
Lost Puts Lawrence in Last Place in Conference

The Lawrentians lost their last game against Beloit last Saturday, 20 to 0, and consequently they ended up at the cellar position. This is the first time that a Beloit team has beaten a Viking team in six years.

For once one might expect the Viking to be in the second period. Lawrence was still unable to make a score. Starting on the 38-yard line Monday night, egg and egg and egg, the Vikings were stopped on first down on them. A two from Buesing to Stuart was good for the 1-yard line. Stewart tried to get the ball in for a touchdown, but was stopped on the 1-yard line. Buesing scored in the first period when he kicked the ball from his own 3-yard line. Here are two runs failed as well as one and on the fourth down the pass was thrown for a four-yard gain. This was as close to scoring as the Vikes were all afternoon. When their line was possession of the ball in half-field, Lawrence's eight on runs, passes and reverses. The Vikes scored on a shovel pass but for the last two years he has been plenty good. He has been a wonderful passer, and is also a good ball handler. He has always been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.
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Busing, Everett, Garvey, Perrine, back; DiPeso, guard; Brace, guard; Campbell, end; Attebury, end; Johnson, center; Maki, guard.

This week the Vike bucketeers staged their rally. When their line was possession of the ball in half-field, Lawrence's eight on runs, passes and reverses. The Vikes scored on a shovel pass but for the last two years he has been plenty good. He has been a wonderful passer, and is also a good ball handler. He has always been able to score through the line, and an offense has always favored the Vikings.
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**Chicagoans Win Contest Against Easterners, 29 to 4**

Ted Wilder, a Lawrence graduate of 1939, and a member of the Chicago Rugby team which won its contest against a team of easterners led by Larry Kelley, Yale end and All-American in 1939. The Chicago team was captained by Ray Benjamin, the University of Chicago one-man hero of two years ago, and came out on top of a 16-4 score before a crowd of 10,000.

A result of this win, the Chicago Legion will travel to Los Angeles next week to engage the Hollywood Fifers for the national title. These two teams which met Sunday were studious with former college football class, and the American football season is under way.

**Fifty Points Are Allowed in Rugby, the Chicagoans Win Over Easterners**
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Barrows Stresses Need for Honesty In Chapel Speech

"Too Many Look for Honesty Without Honor"

"A job well done is one that is done with honesty and with a goal set for ourselves and accomplishing it can mean nothing if we do not induce the upholding virtues into our everyday life," said President Barrows, "and we suddenly awaken to the fact that the situation is far worse than we thought. Now we must act quickly in major issues, without adequate concern for honesty..."

University of Life Has Vesper Services Sunday

At the University of Life, the Sunday evening service was held in the church parlors, assisted by Duane Schumacher, as organist. "A job well done is one that is done with honesty and with a goal set for ourselves and accomplishing it can mean nothing if we do not induce the upholding virtues into our everyday life," said President Barrows, "and we suddenly awaken to the fact that the situation is far worse than we thought. Now we must act quickly in major issues, without adequate concern for honesty..."
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At the University of Life, the Sunday evening service was held in the church parlors, assisted by Duane Schumacher, as organist. "A job well done is one that is done with honesty and with a goal set for ourselves and accomplishing it can mean nothing if we do not induce the upholding virtues into our everyday life," said President Barrows, "and we suddenly awaken to the fact that the situation is far worse than we thought. Now we must act quickly in major issues, without adequate concern for honesty..."
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Cinema Comment

By GORDON SKEWLETT

CINEMA

Rice Theatre: "On Your Torso," the new version of this classic screen with Vera Zorina and Eddie Albert, is a musical comedy which contains, in the opinion of the reviewer, an outstanding historical film, "Young Mr. Lincoln." Co-feature: Alex Arlen and Andy Devine. Starting Saturday.

RETURN showing of "You're Only Human" at one time.

Heifetz Brings "(s) Music" fails to solve the problem of how to present music as its beautiful and greatness merits. Someone really ought to appreciate an artist with humor. A secular program completed the evening. "Love Went a-Riding" by Bridge brought the concert to a close. The program, Saturday evening. Nov. 18.
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Dickson Thrills His Audience at Concert
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held every other week from now on.

The data of our exhibit has been dropped from November 5 to June 28 so that those who have not yet made their visits can do so during Christmas vacation.

The next meeting of the Camera Club will be held Wednesday, November 22. It was decided at the meeting that meetings would be on the first Wednesday of each month.

Library Celebrates National Book Week

"Books Around the World" is the theme of National Book Week which is being celebrated this week. November 15 to 21, in the library li

There's No Great Mystery about Cigarette Tobacco

THERE ARE FOUR TYPES of tobaccos found in the more popular cigarettes, namely... Bright, Maryland, Burley and Turkish.

ALL THESE TOBACCO except Turkish (which is bought direct from the planters in Turkey and Greece) and Maryland (which is bought through sealed bids under government supervision) are bought at public auction, just like any other auction where you might have bought in a table or a chair.

At the auction sale the tobacco is piled in baskets weighing from about 100 to 500 pounds and each purchaser buys all his tobacco by competitive bidding for the particular pile he wants.

The Chesterfield Buyers buy the best of these mild ripe tobaccos for the Chesterfield blend. And it is Chesterfield's Combination... the right amounts of Burley and Bright... just enough Marylands... and just enough Turkish—that makes the big difference between Chesterfield and other cigarettes.

It IS BECAUSE of this combination that Chesterfields are COOLER, have a BETTER TASTE and are DEFINITELY MILDER. They are made of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. You can't buy a better cigarette.